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Archive of Pabachtis, son of Paleuis

Place
Date

Language
Material

Number of texts
Type

Collections
Find/Acquisition

Apollonios Polis Megale (Edfu)
265-208 BC
Demotic, with a few Greek subscriptions
Papyrus
26
Private family archive
Berlin, Staatliche Museen; Magdeburg, Kulturhistorisches Museum; Warszawa, Department of Papyrology
Georg Hauswaldt, 1908

Bibliography W. SPIEGELBERG, Die demotischen Papyri Hauswaldt. Verträge der ersten Hälfte der
Ptolemäerzeit (Ptolemaios II-IV) aus Apollinopolis (Edfu), Leipzig 1913 [= P.Hausw.].

J. MANNING, The Hauswaldt Papyri. A third century B.C. family dossier from Edfu.
Transcription, translation and commentary, Sommerhausen 1997. [numbers in bold refer
to the publication numbers of these two editions].

Description The archive consists of 26 Demotic texts, some with Greek subscription.  The papyri were
purchased in 1908 from an antiquities dealer in Qena, Upper Egypt, who claimed that all
these documents came from Edfu. Since all texts concern people relating to the temple of
Horus of Edfu, the given provenance is almost certainly correct.  According to Spiegelberg
(P.Hausw., p.V) 15 papyrus rolls and several fragments, all said to be found together, were
offered for sale. The excellent state of preservation of most papyri, the fact that most were
still rolled up when Spiegelberg saw them and the circumstance that they all were offered
together for sale, suggest that they may all have been kept in a jar or similar storage
container. Georg Hauswaldt provided the funds for the Königliche Museen Berlin to
purchase the papyri, hence the name P.Hauswaldt. Due to the Second World War, the texts
are now spread over the Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, the Kulturhistorisches Museum
Magdeburg and the Department of Papyrology Warsaw University.

The name of the protagonist, read as Pabous by Spiegelberg, was corrected to Pabachtis by
Zauzich1. He was the son of Paleuis and Senamounis and belonged to the “men of Philae”2.
Pabachtis himself and many of the main parties in the archive held the title of aAm bAk @r
BHtt “herdsman and servant of Horus of Edfu”.

The archive largely consists of notarial documents. Many documents are demotic bipartite
conveyance types consisting of a sale of land, in which the parties agree on the receipt of
money and a cession in which the rights of the purchaser to the land are recognized. Among
the archive are also three socalled witness-copy contracts, in which several witnesses wrote
out in full and on the same papyrus the text of the contract3. This time-consuming procedure
gradually disappeared in the later third century BC. This disappearance can be followed in
the archive itself. Only three early papyri are witness-copy contracts: 10 [264 BC], 2 [240
BC]  and 13 [243-222 BC]. All other contracts in the archive only give a list of witnesses on
the back.

                                                  
1 K.-Th. ZAUZICH, Zwischenbilanz zu den demotischen Ostraka aus Edfu, Enchoria 12 (1984), p.70.
2 C.A. LA'DA, Proceedings Papyrological Congress Vienna, forthcoming.
3 M. DEPAUW, Demotic witness-copy-contracts, RdE 50 (1999), pp.93, 101.
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The archive of Pabachtis dates to period 265 – 208 BC. It is a private archive of a single
person, consisting mainly of title deeds relating to purchases of land by Pabachtis between
240 and 213 BC (see fig.1, below).4 Pabachtis himself figures as buyer of land in 2, 8, 9, 11,
12 and 17. In 16, Pabachtis and a group of herdsmen and servants of Horus of Edfu buy
together 45 arouras land at a royal auction. Pabachtis sells land in 24 and 25. Some of the
land sold belonged to ‘the land of Pharaoh’, i.e. royal land, or was ‘in the Tamarisk island’,
i.e. sacred land within the temple estate of Horos of Edfu. Since the actual size of the land is
not specified in these sale contracts, with the exception of 11 and 16,  it is impossible to
assess whether Pabachtis was a large or small-scale landowner.

Several texts relate only indirectly to Pabachtis, pointing to a more complicated system of
collecting and accumulating documents. For this reason the archive is older than the
purchase activities of Pabachtis, and perhaps even older than Pabachtis himself (see fig. 1,
below). For instance, in the earliest document Petosiris sells two plots of land to a man
called Hones (1 [265 BC]). Twenty years later Hones sells these two plots to the woman
Taleuis (3 [245 BC]), who herself sells them to Pabachtis (9 [240 BC]). On purchasing these
two plots Pabachtis acquired also the earlier title-deeds. The same applies to the land sale in
7 [243 BC], which precedes the sale of the same land to Pabachtis in 8 [240 BC]. The last
securely dated document of the archive is 14 dating to 209/208 BC. The end of the archive
coincides with the great revolt in Upper Egypt. The revolt affected also the region of Edfu
and its temple.5 Perhaps the archive of Pabachtis thus came to a sudden end being hidden
away at a time of trouble.

5, 10 and 18 stand seemingly unrelated to Pabachtis. However, the general content and the
prosopography make it clear that the people involved belong to the same group as in the
other documents of the archive. We simply miss the information or documents relating them
to Pabachtis.

The four marriage contracts  (4, 6, 14 and 15) probably entered the archive with other land
transfers or were given to Pabachtis (possibly being a close relative) for safe-keeping. In the
marriage contract 6 [219 BC] Harmais, son of Harpaesis marries Taesis. Not much later,
their son Pabachtis, son of Harmais drew up a marriage contract with a woman, whose name
is not preserved (15 [BC 217-216]). Unfortunately, many names in the archive, including
that of Pabachtis, are very common, which makes it rather difficult to reconstruct individual
family histories. In 14 [208 BC] Horos, son of Har-Benpy (@r-bnpy) marries Tamonthis,
daughter of Pabachtis and Taleuis. Her brother Pachois, son of Pabachtis and Taleuis, owns
a 1/3 of the land which the archive owner Pabachtis, son of Paleuis sells in 215 BC (25). We
do not know to whom Pabachtis, son of Paleuis was married, but one may wonder whether
Pachois and and Tamonthis might have been his children.

                                                                                                                                                                       
4 J.G. MANNING, Land and Power in Ptolemaic Egypt. The Structure of land Tenure, Cambridge 2003.
5 P.W. PESTMAN, Haronnophris and Chaonnophris. Two indigenous pharaohs in Ptolemaic Egypt (205-186
BC), in S.P. VLEEMING (ed.), Hundred-Gated Thebes. Acts of a Colloquium on Thebes and the Theban Area in
the Graeco-Roman Period, Leiden 1995, pp.103.
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Appendices Fig. 1: Chronological range of papyri in the archive of Pabachtis.
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